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Earthen Elegance Thank You (December)

Earthen Elegance Bundle
Moody Mauve card stock
Basic White card stock
Papers from Earthen Elegance
Designer Series Set
Small Scrap Velum
Moody Mauve Stampin Pad
Stampin Dimensionals
Multi Purpose Glue
22-23 In Color Dots

Supplies

Cut Moody Mauve card stock to 21cm x 14.85 (8-1/2" x 5-1/2"), score
at 10.5cm (4-1/4") and fold in half.

Cut white card stock to 10cm x 14.3cm (4" x 5-1/4") and glue to inside
of card for a liner to write on.

Using the Moody Mauve paper from the Earthen Elegance Designer
Series Set cut a background for the card front: 10cm x 14.3cm (4" x 5-
1/4").  Glue to the card front leaveing an equal border all the way
around.

Stamp your greeting onto a scrap of Moody Mauve card using the
Moody Mauve Ink.  Hand cut to the size you choose.  In the example
and in the card kit the greeting is 2.5cm x 7cm (1" x 2-3/4").

Directions

https://stampinology.co.uk/
https://www.stampinup.uk/?demoid=5061765
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Using the dies cut the 'pots' from scraps of the Earthen Elegance
Designer Series Set.

For the fan shaped die I used a scrap of the Moody Mauve card stock.
To get that wonderful dimension place a sharp edge, like a ruler under
the score lines and gently bend each leaf section down over the ruler.

The 'sticks' were die cut from a scrap of Pebbled Path, but any neutral
piece of card stock would work.  And finally the 'frond' was cut from a
small piece of vellum.  If you don't have any vellum hanging around a
small scrap of white or vanilla card stock would also work well.

Adhere all pieces to the card.  You can use the photo as a reference or
make a design that is pleasing to you.  The greeting was raised up on
dimensionals.  Place your dots and you are done!
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